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Have you ever dreamed of learning the fun art of rubberstamping? You can! Rubberstamping For

Fun & Profit was written with two purposes in mind: to teach you the basics of this enjoyable craft

and to show you how to turn these new skills into cash! Whether you've been crafting for years or

are just getting started, you'll learn:The benefits and enjoyment of rubberstampingThe right

materials, tools, and equipment to useHow to create a special "crafting place" in your homeWays to

sell your creations at craft shows, shops, and other outletsCraft-business basics, including pricing

and record keepingAnd much more!About the AuthorsMaria Given Nerius is the author of Holiday

Decorations For Fun & Profit and Soapmaking for Fun and Profit. She writes hundreds of columns

on crafting and lives in Palm Bay, Florida.Brabara Brabec, the For Fun and Profitâ„¢ series editor, is

one of the world's leading experts on crafting as a business and is the author of six books on the

subject, including Creative Cash (Prima). She lives in Naperville, Illinois.
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I have been stamping for years, and I thought I knew it all. This book gave me some new ideas and

techniques that I am eager to try, along with some new twists on some old ideas. Maria gives good

basic information on tools and supplies. Her suggestion of mixing your own embossing powders,

along with the recipies to make some wonderful combinations is quite novel. I had fun trying it, with

great results. This book will inspire you to grab that heat gun and start stamping!



This book is chock full of valuable information. The author is very candid and thorough. Great

information for starting or continuing in the area of Rubber Stamping for profit. The business section

of the book contains answers to just about any question you may have. Every aspect of rubber

stamping is covered here - from just for fun, to selling your finished product, to designing and

teaching - with comprehensive information about each point.

Rubber Stamping For Fun & Profit is the best book I have read on rubber stamping. The book is

easy to read and understand. It is full of tips and ideas. The business part of the book is excellent! I

have been stamping for many years, and I sell a lot of my stamp projects. This book is very helpful

in teaching you how to profit from your projects. I would recommend this book to ALL stampers and

crafters.It is a great book for the beginner crafters, and the advanced crafters alike! Buy this book!

You won't be disappointed!

This book covers the business side of rubberstamping in just the way I needed. Other books tell you

how to start a small/home business, but this one looks at it from the crafting and stamping angles.

She explains the Angel Stamp policy, which I had trouble finding anywhere else. My only complaint

is that I paid for expedited shipping and the book was shipped three days later than promised.
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